
Assessments allow you to test student understanding. They can be based on existing 
lists or Smart Lessons, or you can use Pre-Built diagnostic tests and past exams. 
Students will answer these questions under exam conditions; they will have a time limit 
and will not see the correct answers until marking is complete.
Quick Start:

Log into your Education Perfect Teacher account.
Click on the Assessments tab in your dashboard.
Click the + Assign Assessment button.
Choose between a Quick test, Pre-Built assessments, or Create your own. 

Quick test: Select any questions from Smart Lessons or Vocabulary Lists to create 
diagnostic or revision tests.
Pre-Built assessments: This option searches for ready-made assessments from 
within the content library.
Create your own: Create an exam from scratch or use existing EP questions and add 
your own to custom create an exam exactly as you need.

Now you need to set your specific settings:
Who? Select your class(es) or individual students.
What? Select which content you would like your students to complete by ticking the 
circle to the right of the lesson name, or preview the lesson and tick the circle to the 
right of each individual question. Select as many lessons and questions as needed. 
Click “Confirm selection” when done. Then enter how many questions you want 
students to be asked- notice the estimated time to complete test changes.
When? Select start and end date and time.
Assessment conditions: Set options such as multiple attempts to improve 
engagement and full screen monitored mode to ensure students don’t leave their 
Education Perfect screen when completing the assessment!
Results: All quiz questions will be automatically marked. If there are extended response 
questions, these will need to be assigned a mark by yourself (see Step 7). Select the 
option to withhold marks if you want to review student answers before they see marks.
Targeted remediation: Choose to either manually review student’s results and action 
as per usual, or EP can automatically assign Tasks for specific students based on their 
individual assessment result. Simply select the due date for the “Recommended 
Learning Tasks” and students will be notified via their student dashboard. You can 
limit how many hours or the number of Tasks students can be set to further support 
students.
Optional Settings: Choose your miscellaneous settings.

Click Set Assessment! Your Assessment will only appear to students at the selected date 
and time, and they’ll be able to complete it from their student dashboard.
To track students' progress, return to Education Perfect. Go to the Assessments tab and 
click on the assessment you assigned to monitor the student's progress, collect data, and 
mark student’s extended responses (if applicable) via the marking tab. Students can see 
their Assessment results and answers, making this perfect for revision.
If you selected automatic Targeted Remediation in Step 5, you can go to the Tasks tab to 
monitor student’s progress of their automatically assigned Recommend Learning Tasks.
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